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The 2020 budget for Citizens’ OIA presented is $3.08 million as compared to $2.88 million
budgeted for 2019. As we continue to develop our staff and hire more business qualified
individuals we improve upon the type and quality of audits we complete which has a direct
impact upon cost.

• Staffing will remain static for Internal Audit (12) and Enterprise Risk (2) with the addition
of one resource to Internal Controls (2). For 2019 IC did not fill the Sr Analyst IT role and
was supported in its IT process assessments using a contracted resource and one of the
IT Audit staff. We plan to fill this vacancy in 2020.
• Salaries & benefits growth indicates filling current IA and IC vacancies during the first half
of the year.
• Training is based on a dollar allocation per staff member to upkeep professional CPE
requirements and develop professionally. During 2019 additional training was necessary
following the rollout of an upgrade to the IA TeamMate + Audit and IC TeamMate + Controls
modules.
• Operating expenses reflects a small variance due to an expected reduction in professional
subscriptions and dues.
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• Legal Services is traditionally a placeholder should the department need to use external
legal services. We have opted not to budget this amount for 2020 and will bring any
unforeseen legal cost to the Audit Committee for approval prior to its expenditure.
• Professional Services & Contingent staffing reflects an amount towards further
development of the OIA’s data analysis capability. We will work closely with Systems and
Operations data analytics initiative and plan to support and leverage systems and
technology they develop or procure.
• Software Maintenance and Licensing reflects a substantial growth for 2020. The
TeamMate application which is also the Internal Audit and Internal Control administration
platform is reaching its 5th contract year. Although we have 2 more two-year renewal
options for this contract, we opted to consider replacing the TeamMate as well as the
Resolver (ERM) platforms with one single GRC application that will bring synergy,
reduction in duplication, better reporting and a simpler user interface.
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